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MYP Social Studies

Welcome to SC History!  I am excited to teach you this year, though I wish it were
under different circumstances. This class is MYP US/SC History.  The material covered in this
course will include topics from Native Americans and Colonial America through the Civil
Rights Movement. I will be teaching these lessons in a thematic way in order to foster an IB
centric class. I will focus on analytical skills, writing skills, and non-fiction writing.

Here is the link to the PowerPoint I will share with the students on the first day of
class.

About Mrs. Hardee
● Attended F1S schools

● BA in History from Winthrop

● MA in Teacher Leadership (Walden)

● MA in Technology in the Classroom (Walden)

● 12th Year in IB (15th Year Teaching)

General Information

● Slides will be available each afternoon for what was taught that day.

● Pay attention to the due dates and times.  Some assignments will be due at the end of

that class, some by 11:59 PM.

Homework Policy

● It is imperative that students turn in their homework on time so they can benefit from

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LuHCWBiw5sYqRplg7qrC9p1jdd_fxiyzBTnkrR5Ogg8/edit#slide=id.g5ec151d133_0_96


going over the assignment.  Any assignment I give, whether it is homework or class

work, will be on their test or expected to be used in their project.

●
● Late Homework Policy:

● Day 1: 100 the day it is due; if students do have the homework the day is it due, a 0

will be placed in the gradebook.

●
● Day 2: To receive a 50, students must return the completed missing work the following

class period with a parent signature. I WILL NOT ACCEPT IT WITHOUT THE PARENT

SIGNATURE, NOR WILL I ACCEPT THE HOMEWORK AFTER THE NEXT CLASS (even with a

parent signature). (This 50 does not apply to students who were absent on the day the

homework was due; they would still receive full credit unless they don’t have the

assignment the day AFTER they return to school.)

●
● Likewise, it is possible for students to complete their homework and turn it in early (at

least the day before the assignment is due), and receive 5 bonus points on that

homework assignment. (The 5 extra points can also apply to turning in projects and

papers early).

●

Grading Policy

All middle school teachers, except Algebra 1 and English, will use the following grade
calculation methods:

a. Yearly average will be calculated averaging each semester equally for non
credit-bearing S1 = 50% and S2 = 50%

b. Semester Averages will be calculated where each quarter weighs 45% and the
semester exam will count 10%.

i. Semester 1 (S1) will calculate as Q1 = 45%, Q2 = 45% and E1 = 10%

ii. Semester 2 (S2) will calculate as Q3 = 45%, Q4 = 45% and E2 = 10%

c. Semester Averages for year long credit bearing courses will be calculated as follows:

1. Semester 1 (S1) will calculate as Q1 = 45%, Q2 = 45% and E1 = 10%



2. Semester 2 (S2) will calculate as Q3 = 40%, Q4 = 40% and E2 = 20%

Grading Categories:

Project/Test 45%

Quizzes/Labs 30%

Classwork/Homework 25%

POWER of I

Major assignments MUST be redone if the student makes below a 59/F.  .  However, the
highest grade they can receive is a 70.  Also, they can retest twice per quarter.  Students have
5 school days to do this.


